
Internet Based Medical Billing System for Billing Office

WEBeBiller®
Solutions for Billing Services

WEBeBiller© is designed to simplify the processing of medical insurance Claims for Medical Billers. It is the only Internet 
solution your business will ever need to generate and transmit claims to Medicare, Medicaid, and HMO/Commercial 
Insurance carriers. By utilizing the WEBeBiller© system in your office, you are accessing the most powerful and state of 
the art Internet solution for electronic Insurance claim submission. As a result, payments are processed and received in as 
little as five to ten days, as opposed to the six to twelve weeks normally associated with conventionally submitted paper 
claims.

WEBeBiller© intelligent electronic claims editing features help to ensure maximum claim 
acceptance by automatically checking each claim for omissions and Data-entry errors before 
it ever reaches the Insurance companies, WEBeBiller© is able to stay on top of payor-
specific changes and industry trends, thereby guaranteeing the highest possible rate of 
acceptance of your claims, on the first try! In short, insurance carriers are far less likely to 
reject a claim created by the WEBeBiller© system than with any other method of 
Submission.

Collecting money that patients owe is a troubling problem for most Health care offices. 40% of 
open patient balances go uncollected for up to 120 days. WEBeBiller’s powerful statement 
generating features directly address this problem. Because of this, WEBeBiller© has the ability to 
submit claims Electronically to Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and Campus In 
virtually every state in the country, and to commercial carriers through the extensive payer
network.

For every patient, creates a comprehensive, user-friendly Charge/payment/adjustment history 
record. This Patient Accounts Receivable Module replaces confusing patient ledgers with an easy-to-understand “open 
Item” system, displaying a patient’s entire account history. Each Health care service is accounted for on an item-by-item 
basis and all of the charges, payments, adjustments, and insurance crossovers associated with the original service are 
clearly displayed for instantaneous access.



Please see an online product demo at 
http://www.webedoctor.com/newdesign/demo.asp

To request for a Full Live Demo Please visit

 http://www.WEBeDoctor.com
Or Call us at

714-990-3999 Call WEBeDoctor to start transferring to electronic filing TODAY!

WEBeBiller© is a web based productivity tool for 
Independent Medical Biller

WEBeBiller© is a paperless medical claims 
processing system

WEBeBiller© created claims are 80% less likely to 
be rejected than paper Claims

WEBeBiller© created claims are accepted over 
95% of the time, on the first Attempt!

WEBeBiller© created claims reduced claim-
processing cost by more than 65%

WEBeBiller© claims paid in five to eleven days by 
Insurance Companies

WEBeBiller© allows Physicians to view and 
generate financial and claim reports

WEBeBiller© allows Physicians immediately 
improve their cash flow

WEBeBiller© required no heavy investment in 
software and maintenance

Features
Facts

Electronic filing offers faster payments, lower 
rejection rates, and less work!

Your paper claims are being held by Medicare 
for at least 27 days before processing

The electronic claims can be paid in as few as 
five days

Medicare is required by the federal government 
to process electronic claims in under 14 days

Paper claims have up to a 25% rejection rate, 
versus as low as a 2% rate with electronic  
claims

By converting to electronic filing for all of your 
claims, you can more then double your office 
revenues

Knowing this information, can you think of a 
specific reason you would not choose to  
convert to electronic filing at this time?

Make the decision to decrease your workload 
and increase your revenue from billing by 
switching to electronic filing

PC Requirements Peripherals

Internet Explorer 6 or 7:	
	 128-bit encryption enabled 
	 WEBeDoctor set as a trusted Site 
	 Configured to accept and use 
	 ActiveX controls 
	 DSL speed you need
Additional Software:
	 Adobe Acrobat Reader for workstations 	
	 printing reports 
	 Microsoft Word 2003 or 2007 for 		
	 workstations printing HCFA claim 		
	 forms, statements, and/or letters 
	 Microsoft Excel 2003 or 2007 for 		
	 workstations exporting reports 

Printers:
	 Windows compliant laser printer 	 	
	 (recommend HP) 
	 Optional: Label printer (recommend Seiko 	
	 or Dymo) 
	 Avoid all-in-one machines (print/fax/scan) 	
	 and dot-matrix printers 
Scanners
	 TWAIN-compliant full-sheet scanner 	 	
	 (recommended Fujitsu) 
	 Optional: Card scanner for insurance cards 	
	 (Simplex Model PS665-SS) workstations 	 	
	 exporting reports
Signature Pad
	 epad electronic Signature pad for patient 	 	
	 consent (recommended Interlink Electronics 	
	 USB ePad model VP 9801)

Workstation :
	 Pentium 4 class or better 
	 1 GB RAM or higher 	 	 	
	 recommended 
	 800 x 600 screen resolution or 	 	
	 better
	 Windows XP Professional or Vista 	
	 business desktop operating 	 	
	 system
Broadband Internet connection:
	 Please call our tech support to know 	
	 the DSL speed you need
Tablet PCs (for EMR): 
	 Above workstation requirements 
	 Windows XP Tablet Edition SP2 only 
	 1 GB RAM or higher recommended 

System Requirements


